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Letter From the Publisher
by Jim Furey
I love riding season. It is great I have already been out several
times enjoying the wind in my face and we’ve already opened
up bike nights at Geo’s Wings. That was actually christened
on March 18th when the Mowhawk Man displayed his rolling
Veteran’s Memorial on their parking lot. This very nicely
done bus attracted a lot of both bikes and passersby. The
crowd bodes well for the rest of the season. Also this year
we have some new things planned for Thursdays at Geo’s.
We do not use some cookie cutter formula for events we are
involved in.
I watch movies and there are certain movies I will watch over
and over again. A couple of those are the Young Guns movies.
There are reasons for this I believe that today’s riders share
some traits with the cowboys of the old west. The other is
that these are movies at the lowest levels about brotherhood
and loyalty. I know that to a lot of us these values are still
important . Over the years I have been doing this magazine I
have developed relationships with some I have come to call
brother.
There is one scene in that movie where some sheriff tells
Billy the Kid, I got to give this mob something. If you let
me have the Indian the rest of you can get away. I believe
Billy’s reply was along the lines of you do not understand the

meaning of the word pals (another word for brothers.) There
are many like that today. They do not understand the meaning
of brotherhood, and the brotherhood of the road. Waving to
a fellow motorcyclist is a start but there is more. Pulling off
the road to offer assistance that is part of it, caring about your
fellow human is where brotherhood springs from.
Starting this month and in months to come I will share some
stories and some features that I think exemplify brotherhood
and highlight some people I consider brothers contributions.
These are just my opinion as is everything I’ve ever written
here. Contrary to some people’s belief I have never claimed
to speak for any group. What I have spoken to here; though
is what I believe in and what I believe is right. Some of the
things have been based on my serving this country and what
I believe it should stand for and that people should not be
discriminated against. Some of it is based on the values my
parents, coaches, and scout leaders instilled in me.
There are many events this month as the riding season begins
in earnest. I would like to invite all of you to enjoy a nice ride
up to Springfield, IL on April 25 as I am putting on another
swap meet. This promises to be the best one yet. In addition
to the swap meet, I will also be incorporating a bike show and
one of the Midwest’s most popular bands, Hush will provide
the rock and roll. On the 18th the Paderborn Rat Pack is
holding their annual spring ride. It starts at Karban’s Knotty
Pine on Floraville, Rd in Illinois. They also have some nice
routes and do a good job so come ride with us. Then on May
2 is the Second Annual BUFR Ride to Jefferson City, MO,
another good ride for a great cause bikers rights. Finally on
May 1 I am hosting the first of our monthly rides. There are
two places to start we will meet at the Flying J on I-255 and
ILL 111 around 11 AM or you can join us at Jack’s Iron Horse
and we will leave there around noon. We will ride through
the Missouri Wine country following some of the same roads
that Daniel Boone did and visiting some hisitoric sights. For
more info visit Facebook/the biking life riders ride. Thanks
again for letting us be part of your biking life.
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Bike Nite Rocks Brewer
by Trish Riney
It’s been a good while since the sleepy little community
of Brewer has seen this much excitement. Tucked away five miles
north of Perryville is the little known town of Brewer, Missouri.
You can’t see it from Interstate 55, but it’s there. It’s home to a
tiny little bar and grill that rocks in a big way every Thursday
night. Jennie’s Bar and Grill has been hosting Bike Nites since
last November. Bike Nites started as an experiment to see if the
biking community of Perry County would support the idea. Boy!
Howdy have they! Even in the dead of winter the die-hard bikers
come out to have some fun and get their weekend started early.
The great thing about Jennie’s Bike Nite is that you never know
what is going to happen. We are currently holding our Twister
Championship games. Talk about a good time. A group of half
drunk bikers contorting themselves in weird ways all to be known
as the Twisted Mister or Twisted Sister of Jennie’s. Biker Santa
came for a visit last December and posed for pictures. Our hot
chaps contest brought out some new styles. Jordan Schremp, a
Bike Nite bartender, created a new style of Capri chaps when he
borrowed some from a short girl so he could compete. Needless
to say, by crowd applause and laughter, he won. Recently DJ
Ken Moll has been entertaining the crowd with karaoke. He
keeps the place rockin’ into the night with his sound system.
He plays a wide assortment of music and really knows how to
get the crowd amped up. So when you come out to Jennie’s for
a Bike Nite, you never know what to expect other than you can
expect to have a great time. Jennie’s is also home to other bike
events. She has hosted a bike wash and been the starting and
stopping points for poker runs. She also has more planned for
the summer and early fall months. I can honestly say, Jennie’s
Bar and Grill is probably one of the most biker friendly places in
Perry County. I look forward to Bike Nites this summer. She has
lots of fun things planned for the better weather. Jennie’s will be
home to a Biking Life promotional party early this fall, so watch
for it and come out to support your favorite magazine. She offers
food and drink specials just for Bike Nite that are a helluva deal.
With beer by the bucket and hot wings to die for, how can you
resist? Bike Nites in Brewer are one of those “Don’t Miss”
events. So mark your calendar and head on out next Thursday
night to Jennie’s. The fun gets going around 6:30 p.m. and goes
until the last person leaves. Jennie’s Bar and Grill is easy to find.
If you are coming from I-55 south, take the Brewer exit, turn left
‘til the road ends and turn right. If you are coming from north
I-55, take the Brewer exit, turn right ‘til the road ends and turn
right again. If you are taking Highway 61 north or south, you
will run eight into it. It’s the only bar in Brewer, you can’t miss
it! See you next Thursday!
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WHY?
Why? What does it mean? Webster’s dictionary
definition is: “for what purpose, reason,
or cause.” In our society we are expected
to ask why. From the time we are born
we learn to question authority whether
it’s good for us or not. For most of us,
the word why has gotten us into trouble.
“Why do I have to do that?” My father
hated to hear that after he told me to do
something. Now as a parent I have the
same reaction. I had a police officer ask
me one time why did you go along with
the group when you knew it was wrong? I
replied I had no choice; the officer’s reply
was that “we always have a choice.” I
have made a lot of wrong choices and
always end up asking myself why I did
what I did.
Jesus questioned God three times the night
before He died: “Then Jesus went away
a second time and prayed, My Father, if it
is not possible for this painful thing to be
taken from me, And if I must do it, I pray

that what you want will be done” (Matthew
26:39-42). Jesus made the choice to
follow God’s will and die on the cross so
that anyone who has faith in Him, can ask
and have ever-lasting life. Why, because
he loved all of us enough to die on the
cross for our sins.
What choices have you made that you
are still asking yourself “Why?” Why do you keep
living this away? Why don’t you ask God for help
dealing with the problems in your life? Jesus
chose to die on the cross so you could have
healing and forgiveness. Why, because Jesus
loves you and wants to be part of your life.
If you’re not sure how to ask God to be
a part of your life, it’s as easy as talking to your
very best friend who sits next to you. If you
aren’t sure how to begin this friendship, ask any
Christian biker at your next event, contact one
of the following people, or call me. The CMA
Missouri State Coordinator is Clark (Lucille)
Doughty, 816-697-3077, wingman@wcblue.
com; and the Illinois State Coordinator is Don
(Vicky) Brown, 217-629-8938, vdBrown77@aol.
com. For more information about CMA, you can
contact either of the above or call me at 314434-2282 or e-mail me at h2osjk@prodigy.net.
Jim and Kathy Waters
Good News Riders
Christian Motorcyclists Association
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Hardtail Humor
Subject: MAN OF THE HOUSE
The husband had just finished reading a new book
entitled, ‘You Can Be THE Man Of Your House.’
He stormed out to his wife in the kitchen and announced, ‘From now on, you need to know that I am
the man of this house and my word is Law. You will
prepare me a gourmet meal tonight, and when I’m
finished eating my meal, you will serve me a sumptuous dessert.
After dinner, you are going to go upstairs with me
and we will have the kind of sex I want. Afterwards
you are going to draw me a bath so I can relax. You
will wash my back and towel me dry and bring me my
robe. Then, you will massage my feet and hands.
Then tomorrow, guess who’s going to dress me and
comb my hair?
The wife replied, ‘The freakin’ funeral director would
be my first guess.’

Want to find out what jim thinks about
stuff throughout the month then read
his blog and you can make your opinions known to the blog is available at
www.thebikinglife.com

WE RIDE
By Biker Johnny
WE RIDE,RANDOM THOUGHTS BY BIKER JOHNNY
WE RIDE
WE RIDE FOR THE SICK,AND
WE RIDE FOR THE NEEDY
WE RIDE FOR THE WEAK,AND
FOR THE ITTY BITTY
WE RIDE FOR ALL CAUSES ,BE THEM BIG OR BE
THEM SMALL
WE ARE YOURE LOCAL BIKER,
AND WE RIDE FOR YOU ALL!
WE RIDE FOR BIKERS FOR BABIES,
AND FOR THE SHRINNERS TOO
AND FOR THE PATRIOT GUARD,IVE DONE AN ESCORT OR TWO,
WE HAVE RIDIN FOR THE VETERANS FROM ALL
THE FOREIGN WARS,AND ESCORTED FALLEN HEROS
RETURNING TO OUR SHORES,
WE HAVE RIDIN FOR THE FIREMEN,AND FOR ALL
THE FOLKS IN BLUE,
AND WHEN YOUR TIME OF NEED COMES
ROUND,
WE’LL EVEN RIDE FOR YOU!
SO WHEN YOU SEE ME ON THE ROAD,
MY CLOTHES AND LEATHERS WORN,
TRY A FREINDLY SMILE AND WAVE,
LAY OFF THE FreaKIN HORN!
I KNOW MY BIKE IS LOUD AND COOL,MY BEARD
IS LONG,MY HAIR IS TOO,I KNOW WHAT YOU
SEE MAY SCARE YOU,UNDERNEITH WHERE JUST
LIKE YOU,
A PATRIOT BORN RED WHITE AND BLUE.
WHEN THE TIME COMES........
WE’LL RIDE FOR YOU!
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The Action Doesn’t Stop In St Charles
By John Skala

of St Patrick’s Day, the chapter also participates in the
Cottleville St Pat’s parade.

Just because it was winter and it was cold outside,
that doesn’t mean the St Charles H.O.G. chapter is
sitting back and waiting for warmer weather. Both
the H.O.G chapter and their sponsoring dealer, St
Charles Harley-Davidson were heating things up
with events.

In January, they had the Polar Bear Ride, Biker Bingo
at the dealership, the Snow Ball chapter party and a
dinner social at Harrah’s casino. February may be a
shorter month but there was still time for the Daytona
500 Party and Chili Cook-off/Salsa Festival at the store
along with a dinner social at the Texas Roadhouse.

The motto at St Charles H.O.G is to “Ride and Have
Fun”. If the weather doesn’t permit riding, they still
get together for the fun part all year round. Now that
bike weather is here, their first major ride is April 10
with the Hot Hogs and Chili Dogs Poker Run. All
bikes are welcome and if you have questions or are
looking for someone to ride with, check out their new
“Concierge/Hospitality Desk” at this ride. For more
information on this and other rides, go to the chapter
web site at www.stcharleshog.com.
If you know a special young lady that would look
good on next year’s calendar, have them go to the
web site for Big St Charles Motorsports and register
for one of the upcoming rounds at:
www.bigstcharlesmotorsports.com

To push winter out and really heat things up,
March brought the first round in the Calendar Girl
Search Contest. The store was packed for this one.
If the weather permits, the following rounds of the
competition will be held on the outdoor stage. To
back that up, the dealership held their Ladies Garage
party and the H.O.G chapter had two dinner socials;
the regular weekend one at the Icehouse in Wentzville
and one during the week for St Patrick’s Day. Speaking

Start up the season
looking great!
All eyewear and cleaning
supplies 10% off during the
month of April.

141 Moscow Springs Plaza
Moscow Mills, MO 63362
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Well he did have help on the rebuild. He
gives a great deal of credit to Jason Clasquin
from C & S Speed Shop in Alorton, IL. After
years of creating bad ass rides for himself and
friends Jason decided to go into business for
himself and opened C & S Speed Shop. So
LJ and Jason did a total rebuild on the engine
turning it into a high performance machine.
In fact this 80” motor churns out 100 ft lbs of
toque and 92 HP, pretty impressive numbers
for that powerplant.

From Mechanical Disaster to a Hot Ride
By Jim Furey
If you live anywhere near Belleville, IL you have seen
this sharp looking ride. It is owned by LJ or Little Joe
Pasnokot. You will have seen it because LJ is a motorcycle
rider and puts his bike to the test. It resembles the 1988
FXR it started out as very little. Joe told us that when he
bought the bike it was a mechanical disaster, although he
didn’t know how bad until he started rebuilding it.

So the motor is hot what else did LJ do. Well
he built his own handlebars. He ditched the
belt drive and changed it to a chain drive.
Finding the stock 5 speed just wasn’t getting
it he added a Baker 6 speed. The bike has also been lowered
to better accommodate the rider.
Then there is the finishing touch, an awesome paint job.
This paint was done by a true artist Dan Carroll of Chaos
Custom Cycles. Joe is not only an avid biker but is also a
father. He said he was glad the bike would be in the April
issue because that is his daughter’s birth month.
				

(contined on page 16)

5360 Southwest Avenue, St Louis, MO 63139
CAO Lady Liberty Party
Saturday April 17, Noon till 6:00 PM
Specials on All CAO Products
Music by Audio Therapy
Barbeque and Schlafly Beer
Call 314-776-4455 For More Information

Get a Chance to Win this Custom Bike from
Sucker Punch Sally’s
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This is one mean performance machine. One you need to
scope out when you get the opportunity. And maybe if you
asked nice LJ will show you how quick this bike gets up
on one wheel.

Thursday Bike Nights
Geo’s Wings and More

4307 West Main Street
Belleville, Illinois, (618) 233 - 9464
Featuring Domestic Beer Buckets - $10.00
12” Pizza $8.00, Wings for $6.00
Be A Part Of the Areas Biggest Bike Night
Meet Your Friends Here Every Thursday
Geo’s Is Always A Good Time

We Light Up The Night
Sponsored by your Friends at
The Biking Life
Come out and party with us
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Veteran’s Memorial
by Al “Slow Talker” Wilson
There are many folks who have recently come to the
support our veterans and troops table. Hey, we are nine
year into the current conflict it is about time. I would not
judge their intentions but I do know that there are many
businesses that put “We support our troops” on a sign and
then when I show them my military id and ask how they
support me, they get a blank look on their face and shrug
their shoulders.

They found the RV and then after an exhaustive search
of companies that do wraps, they decided that Cutting
Edge Graphics of Ovid, Michigan were the right people
to dot he job. The people of Cutting Edge Graphics were
so impressed by what he was doing that they gave him a
super deal and worked day and night for 5 days to get it
done.
There efforts show as do the care and love that all involved
in this project have injected into it. The wrap features
scenes from WW I, WW II, the Korean Conflict, the
War in Vietnam, Dessert Storm and the Global War on
Terrorism as well as some other conflicts. The logos of
all the military services are included as is the last man to
leave the Hanoi Hilton.
Since the bus was completed Mowhawk has been besieged
with requests to bring the Memorial to all kinds of events.
One of his first stops was at Geo’s Wings in Belleville,
IL to hang out with readers of this publication. Another
place where you will be able to see the Memorial is at our
upcoming swap meet in Springfield, IL on April 25.

Then there are others who demonstrate through their
actions there support of the military and veterans. One
of those is the Mowhawk Man. Raised by an adoptive
father, who served in Vietnam he was brought up to
respect service members of all kinds. Then when he went
to enlist in the service he found that the knee surgery he
had after a motorcycle accident, kept him from joining the
service. This bothered him and he turned his energies to do
whatever he could to support veterans. He sells pins that
are made by veterans and then donates the monies back to
them, that is just one example of the things he does to help
veterans. But it wasn’t enough he wanted to do more.
Then about 5 years ago he decided he wanted to create a
Rolling Veteran’s Memorial. He started gathering photos
and posters form the conflicts the nation has been involved
in since the turn of the 20th century. He also gathered
logos from the military services. He showed the photos
to veterans to see if they struck a cord with them, when
he found ones that met this criteria he kept track of them.
There were set backs, there were people who promised to
make contributions that then reneged on their promise.
There were personal issues that delayed it but Mowhawk
kept his eye on the prize and finally earlier this year, he
met a person that helped make his dream a reality, Kay
Reffett of Urbana, IL.

The wrap is just the start. He is accepting donations for
the flag line and also has plans to create placards to along
the flag line honoring every service member who has died
during war time. There are also plans to turn the inside of the
RV into a part of the Memorial. Many veterans have been
moved by his Memorial and have donated memorabilia to
him which he plans on including in the display.

Everyone on that bus is a hero, no matter whether it is
one of the warriors depicted or “Rosie the riveter.” They
all played their role in defending our nation. If you ask
him the Mowhawk Man will be more than happy to tell
you all about the scenes depicted on the bus. It is also
heartwarming to see someone truly demonstrate that they
support the troops. Watch for where this Memorial will be,
check it out and see some of our history.
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Freestyle Gone Nuclear
By John Skala
Take the top freestyle motocross riders, add a ten time
national trials champion, flames, smoke, explosions, rock
music, a top notch light show and last, but no means least,
hot talented babes, put them together in a post apocalyptic
setting and you have the makings of the Nuclear Cowboyz
show. A year and a half ago, Feld Entertainment acquired
the rights to the AMA Freestyle motocross series. They
have taken it to the next level by upping the entertainment
factor and creating the Nuclear Cowboyz show that is
touring the country.
Unlike a freestyle competition where you would see riders
jumping one at a time for a short session while doing their
tricks and being scored, this show had multiple riders
jumping at the same time. The layout has two takeoff ramps
near each other in the center, landing on a common ramp
and a set of ramps on each side of the outside of the track
going back. At times there were as many as eight riders
in the air at the same time. While one pair was landing on
the common ramp in the center, another pair were in the
air behind them and a pair leaving the ramps behind them
at the same time as other riders are jumping on the outer
ramps.
When I saw the show in Indianapolis, it was set on a dirt
track with four sets of ramps. In other venues, they use huge
rubber mats as the track. The ramps are disguised behind
the wreckage from the ‘Pulse’ that led to the apocalypse.
The show is narrated by the deep voice that has been heard
for several years in the Supercross commercials. The
show starts with two opposing factions riding the ‘Mad
Max’ style wastelands. It is the Metal Mulisha battling the
Soldiers Of Havoc for domination of the world. In addition
to the motorcycle riders, Derek Guetter was riding his quad
on the jumps. If all of the tricks on the bikes aren’t enough
to keep the adrenaline pumping, they have added plenty of
flash pots with flames and fireworks along with the leather
clad Nuclear Cowgirlz dancers.

The riders are X-Games, AST Dew Tour, Gravity Games
and Freestyle Motocross champions, so you know they
weren’t just jumping from ramp to ramp. They were doing
all the tricks you see on TV that won them the gold medals.
They do all of the standard tricks both normally and during
a backflip. Not that long ago, I was amazed to see someone
backflip their bike. Now they are even doing a ‘cliffhanger’
while inverted. In that move, they are standing straight off
the bike with only their feet holding on to the handlebars.
Even Derek, the quad rider, was getting into the action
doing the back flip. Friend of The Biking Life, Geoff
Aaron, was riding his trials bike up on the wrecked police
cars and doing a wheelie off while the girlz were dancing
on and around it. (Geoff was in St Louis and Kansas City
performing at MotoFest and the Freestyle Motocross).
continued on page 27
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At the risk of giving away the suspense, in the end the two
groups come together and form one group known as the
Nuclear Cowboyz and rule the world. The riders include
Nate Adams, Adam Jones, Jeremy “Twitch” Stenberg,
Ronnie Faisst, Beau Bamburg, Jin Neil, Dustin Miller,
Matt Buyten, Mike Mason, Todd Potter, Brian Foster,
Jimmy McGuire and Jackson Strong.

I thoroughly enjoyed the show and all of the non-stop
action by some very talented riders and dancers. I heard
the state of Indiana, had them turn down the pyrotechnics
because of fire laws for indoor events, but still it was
exciting. If you are reading this early in the month, there
still is a chance to catch the show as they will be ending
the tour with a couple of shows in Chicago on April 17 &
18. For more information, you can visit their web site and
view their videos at www.nuclearcowboyz.com.
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First BUFR Ride
by Killer Miller
On April 26, 2009 bikers of all types from across the state
of Missouri met at many different locations for a ride. What
made this unique is they all had one goal in mind. That was
to tell the legislative people who pass bills into laws that
motorcyclists are people and we all vote.

us on what was going on. Then Rep Jones made a speech
about how our being there as a show of solidarity was very
important in this process.
It was good to see many patched clubs who get my supreme
gratitude for being there, as well as many other different
kinds of riders not just MRO. That were there to show unity
with us remember, as many we can stand together as one we
will fall. I hope by the time you the good reader sees this that
we have a different way of seeing things in Missouri. and that
our sister state Illinois is still free. Don’t give up the fight
over there let them know in Springfield as we did in Jefferson
City that we are a force under one banner Biker. Thanks to
all my brothers and sisters who attended, all the clubs and
organizations that saw fit to be there, and to our lawmakers
in Jefferson City for listening to us and greeting us. As Peter
Fonda said “we just want to be free, free to ride our machines
and do our thing.”
KIller.

This was the Bikers Untied For Rights ride sponsored by
FORR and A.B.A.T.E. of Missouri our two statewide MROs
. This ride was extremely well attended and with many bills
of interest to our community on the tables. There was also the
possibility of some of this state forced repression (in the form
of the helmet law) finally coming off our heads after so many
years. There was cautious optimism in the air.

The Second Annual BUFR ride is coming up on May 2, 2010
please make plans to join these freedom fighters and let our
legislators know how you feel. This is about way more than
helmet laws. There are many ways that the government tries
to backdoor the process and take our freedom from us. If you
cannot attend then please join either FORR or ABATE and
provide much needed resources for them to carry on the work
they do on our behalf.

I’ll tell you this much it sort of felt like the opening scene
from The Wild Angels, where Blues Nancy and Loser all are
riding down the highway. That’s how we must have looked
coming across I-70 headed for Kingdom City and gaining
riders with every exit.
It was great having my brothers from F.O.R.R. Local 24 and
the CFMA all there epically long time freedom fighter Sidecar
and Fuzzy. It felt so good riding up to the steps knowing that
this may be the year. Halfbreed and Tony Sheppard informed
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Of Mouse Traps and Other Things
by Jim Furey
Ralph Waldo Emerson said “build a better mouse trap and
the world will beat a path to your door.” Well it appears
the same is true of motorcycle swap meets, based on the
impressive crowd that showed up for the most recent
Midwest Motorcycle Swap Meet. This event held January
25, in Hannibal, MO was huge a success.

IL. It seems like the word has spread among vendors that
these are the shows to go to. Apparently the notoriety they
gained by making the news and all the hoopla surrounding
that epic event, has piqued people’s curiosity. Then they
continued to raise the bar with a free swap meet at Jack’s
Iron Horse last July. Finally they decided to leave their
comfort zone and move to Hannibal a location outside the
St Louis metropolitan area. The success demonstrates that
they can draw good crowds anywhere.
That said they are now taking their swap meets to
Springfield, IL. Yes, on April 25 they are holding their
next swap meet in the Orr Building on the Illinois State
Fairgrounds. This is an awesome facility the biggest one
yet and now they are also including a bike show and live
music. There will be numerous classes in the bike show.
Based on previous bike shows the promoters have been
involved in you will probably see some of the sharpest
bikes around at this show. Did someone say live music,
the music will be provided by one of the hottest bands in
the Midwest Hush.

The promoters found a nice facility in the Admiral
Coontz Recreation Center. Vendors started arriving Friday
evening, setting up their wares and turning the building
into your one stop shop for everything motorcycle related.
Vendors came from throughout the Midwest as word has
spread of the great job these promoters do in making sure
the vendors do well and that everyone who comes has a
great time.

Springfield is just short trip from anywhere. If you agree
with the promoters that swap meets can be better. Then
you need to come check this out. If past performances
are any barometer you will be glad you did. You will see
some great bikes, find some awesome deals and hear some
fantastic tuneage. Come see why folks are beating a path
to Midwest Motorcycle Swap Meets.

Some of the vendors were crowd favorites like the
Professor, Black Jack Leather, Anna Made-It, Chopper
Chairs and Persephones Treasures. Then there were new
vendors like Blacktop Betty Bikerwear, Joe Intravania had
some great parts and Hermel Pearson selling his chocks.
There were several sewers in attendance highlighted by an
appearance by the inimitable K-Bar.
Ever since Midwest Motorcycle Swap Meet first appeared
on the scene with their first swap meet in Collinsville,
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Chicago Show Sets Standard
By Jim Furey
The recent Paragon Promotions Swap Meet and
Motorcycle Show at McCormick Place in Chicago, IL
set the bar for all other swap meets. While we are doing
our best to put on shows and other regional promoters
have nice crowds this event dwarfed any event I have
seen. As far as I am concerned this is the new standard.
First it was held in McCormick Place in Chicago, several
Edward Jones Domes would fit inside McCormick Place
and there would still be a lot of room. Just the amount
of space reserved for this event would fill the dome and
then some. There were vendors, the place was packed I
have never seen so many in one place; well outside of
Sturgis, Daytona or some other huge rally . We saw a

lot of familiar faces but made many new friends among
this crowd and found word of the job we are doing with
Midwest Motorcycle Swap Meets is spreading like wild
fire among this crowd.
There was just about anything one could want available
at this extravaganza and this was truly an extravaganza. I
have heard the word used locally but obviously they had
never seen a true extravaganza. There was entertainment
provided by some of the best upcoming bands in the
Midwest like KAZY and featuring ICON For Hire. They
were very tight musically and the singer was amazing.
If it can happen some day perhaps they will at appear at
one of our events. Now that would have set a standard
but Super Bowl hero Steve McMichaels was here as
well. The event was emceed by the inimitable Mowhawk
Man in fact he arranged much of the entertainment. I am
a wrestling fan so I thought the appearance by Doink the
clown and the exhibition he and the rest of the wrestlers
put on was off the charts. Yes, there was wrestling here
too. There was World Class Bike Builders like Dave
Cook signing autographs and there were super models.
Now I tell you the standard for what is an extravaganza
has been raised
Then there was the super model and cover girl, 2 time
International Bikini Champion Amanda Olsen. I talked
to many of the folks that came out on a cold Chicago
day to spend their day at this multi faceted motorcycle
event and they all raved about what a great time they
had. There was a plethora of parts vendors including
some of the most well known like Moon, L.A. Cycles
continued on pg 34

Proprietors: John Church AKA “Asshole”
Jed Church AKA “Sasquatch”
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and Barry of Barry’s Eastern Cycles in Decatur. Then
there were other vendors like K-Bar the patch sewer,
Persephone’s Treasures making their custom patches.
Hupy and Abraham was well represented also by Bob,
his wife and Roberta, they were representing the law
firm that goes the extra mile for their biker clients and
everyone else.

The show was put on by Paragon Promotions but there
was no doubt the whole show was orchestrated by
emcee the Mowhawk Man. It was like a circus from
the time we got there till the time we left; there was
always something going on. Did I mention the swim
suit contest? I’ll tell you this show had it all.
The way the events were staged was just as it should
be. They kept moving the focus from one area to
another keeping the throngs in attendance circulating
by the vendors. In my book this is now a can’t miss
event. Amazingly I saw all kinds of motorcycle clubs
and organizations sporting their ‘colors’ at this event,
without incident. Demonstrating once again that the
people that attend events like this are just there to have
a good time, see some awesome bikes, buy some parts
and hang out with friends.
In addition to all the fun activites several people and
organizations were recognized for things they have
done. Tatlor Batten ws recognized for her efforts in

helping the troops serving overseas. A.J.( the Undetaker)
was recognized as a great American. Irfan Gill was
recognized as a promoter. Hupy and Abraham were
recognized for their contributions to motorcycle safety
and last but not least The Biking Life magazine was
recognized as media outlet of the year. We take great
pride in this honor and thank those that nominated us.

There were many familiar faces at the show which
was cool, folks from Quincy, Belleville, St Louis and
throughout our reading area stopped by the booth and
said hello. I have already marked my calendar for next
year’s show and hope to see even more of you here, next
year. I thank Irfan Gill for inviting us to this event and
allowing us to be a small part of it.
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The Back Roads

                                            
The roads of the country are where the real site
seeing is the best, with rolling hills, winding curves
and beautiful farm country. As a H.O.G. member and
a motorcycling enthusiast there is one more thing
I feel I need to share with my riding brothers and
sisters and that is with my job as a local township
road commissioner. I need to tell you some of the
hazardous things you will encounter while traveling
down those fun filled back roads in this great
country of ours.

but a turkey now that is another thing altogether. This
is what I call a flying bowling ball I’m not sure but I
think the turkey would have a strike. A skunk at night
is very hard to know what in the world it is until you
are on top of it. In my experience the little polecat
looked like a piece of white paper floating down the
road.
The great American farmer is hard at work in my neck
of woods and in the middle of harvest these roads are
filled with slow moving vehicles. Coming around a
blind curve and meeting a big combine is a fright all
on its own. As the grain trucks make there way to and
from the fields. Sometimes the truck might spill a little
grain on the roadway, now this looks innocent enough
but when the tire hits this loose grain, boy now this
is a ride I don’t care to take again. As the day grows
longer and the sun starts to set the shadows from the
trees which are much closer to the roadway will put
you in a disadvantage for the hidden pot holes in the
road, the shadow will blend into the surface and if
you hit one, man that will give you a jolt.

As the sun shines bright and you cut off the main
highway one of the first things you will notice is the
change in the road surface. Most of the township roads
are secondary roads as they are known by have what
is called oil and chip surface. This type of material
will allow the oil to come to the top of the surface
when the temperature climbs into the upper nineties.
This makes the surface tacky and will start making
the road unstable under your tires as you bank into the
curves. The next hazard will be the slower speeds in
the heat of the day can cause fatigue. The heat from The loose gravel at the edge of the roadway may get
the road in conjunction with the sun and wind will in kicked on the main part of the road and I don’t have to
tell you what can happen then. But for the most part
layman’s terms zaps the energy right out of you.
always remember safety first and these roads will be a
Most of these roads have one thing in common less ride to remember. The pictures and memories will last
money for maintenance. So you need to be aware of for a lifetime and the roads of the country will be here
some of the pitfalls that can be encountered while for more rides to come. Maybe sometime I will see you
enjoying your time in the country. Pay attention out enjoying one of my roads and you will be sure to
to changes in the road surface a small dip from a know its me I’ll be the one with the bright orange vest
distance may be a culvert sinking and this small dip and a smile on my face with a big wave. So ya’ll get out
on a bike is a serious chug hole and may throw you and enjoy my part of the country and have a great time.                          
far a loop. There are places that you will find that you By the Rumblin Pumpkin
just have too take a picture. As for as I am concerned
your right, you should take that picture. But when you
pull to the side of the road remember that the innocent
ditch line next to the road may be very deep, and the
bike that you have been riding may take its turn riding
you right to the bottom of the ravine. So the best thing
I can tell you is stop and take a look around and make Throughout the month the events are
sure it is a safe place to park and make sure that where
you step off is going to be the right place and not a updated on the web as we hear about
ride that you didn’t expect.
more. Check it often to find out what
My part of the country has plenty of wildlife to go is going on www.thebikinglife.com. or
around from deer and turkeys to the family dog. I
know you all look out for deer and the occasional dog email us with info about your event
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The Biking Life in Pictures
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Upcoming Events
Weekly Events
Tuesday Bike Night the Third Tuesday of the Month at Down
on the Corner n Hwy 96 in Marcelline, IL
Tuesday Two Wheel Tuesday at N0-Jacks on IL 159 in
Smithton, IL
Tuesday Bike Night at at Sullivans on North Illinois in
Belleville, IL
Wednesday CTs Night Bike Ride Call Paul at Dave
Mungenast Motorsports for info
Wednesday Show-Mes Wingsday Bike Fest Fairview Heights
location on Lincoln Highway only
Thursdays STUNNA Thursdays At Paradise 1, 615 Missouri
St East St Louis, IL (618) 482-5578 DJ
Thursdays Bike Night at Bikers Corner at 1924 N
Vandeventer Ave in St Louis, MO
Thursday Thursday Night Bikers Delight special for bikers all
day and night at PTs Showclub
Thursdays Hardriders call their hotline (314) 340-2000 for info
Thursdays Bike Night at Geos Wings and More on West
Main in Belleville, IL from 6:30 to 10
Friday Bike Night at Fatboys in DeSoto, MO
Friday Bikes, Beers and Bonfires at Chasers on Dutch Hollow
Rd. $1.50 Dom LN

April
3rd Blessing of the Bikes Meet at the Cross in Effingham at
10:30am and start the riding season off right. Enjoy a short ride
back to Legacy Harley-Davidson for food and fun.
3rd Patty Bush’s Birthday Docs Harley Davidson 930
Kirkwood St Louis, MO
3rd Silicone and Chrome Expo At John Q. Hammond Trade
Center. Joplin Missouri.
10th VFW Riders Chicken and Beer Dance doors open at
6 PM at the Collinsville VFW 1234 Vandalia Collinsville, IL
proceeds to the Fisher House
10th 2nd Annual Fisher House Ride sign up 10:30 to noon at
Brentwood American Legion Post 101 2721 Collier Brentwood,
MO
10th Swap Meet and Bike Show Call Custom City Cycles for
details
11th FORR Local 24 Annual Bike Blessing Sign ups at 11:00
Road House, Rt. 100, Gray Summit or Amer. Legion 313, Main
St., Olde Town St. Peters, MO or at the gate - Gates Open
12:00 - Springdale Bar N Grill, 2280 Old Hwy 141 S., Fenton,
MO
11th Bootleggers Poker Run sign up at Ted’s Motorcycle
World from noon to 2
17th Chasers 3rd Anniversary Party at Chasers on Dutch
Hollow Rd..
17th CAO Lady Liberty Party at The Hill Cigar Co 5630
Southwest St Louis, MO
17th Spring Fling Bike Show at Braykleys Hall in Centertown,
MO for info call 573-220-0639
17th Show Me Show Offs Bike Show in the Admiral Coontz
Rec Center Hannibal, MO
17th Red Knights 1 Night Poker Run sign up at Teds
Motorcycle World from 4 to 6 PM
18th Paderborn RatPack Bike Blessing and Spring Poker
Run sign up at Karban Knotty Pine in Paderbron, IL
18th Alton HOG Poker Run sign up at Ted’s Motorcycle World
from 11:30 AM to 1:30 PM

24th Piasa Gateway ABATE Top Gun Ted’s Motorcycle World
sign up 10 AM to noon competition from noon to 3 PM
24th 2nd Annual Spring Bike rally at RPM Motorwerks 1720
South Belt West Belleville, IL starts at 10:00
24th 5TH LCPL.KYLE PRICE MEMORIAL RIDE sign up starts
at 7 AM at Woodlwan, Il Veteran’s Memorial
25th Bush Pilots Poker Run sign up at Ted’s Motorcycle World
from 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM
25th Midwest Motorcycle Swap Meet at the Orr Building on
the Sate Fairgrounds in Springfield, IL featuring Hush great
vendors and emceed by the Mowhawk man early bird at 8 AM
from $8 and doors open at 10 for $5 and children under 12 free
25th Kirkwood HOG Spring Ride sign up at Docs Harley
Davidson
25th Bike Day at Wang Gang Asian Edwsardsville, IL Come
out and enjoy half off EVERYTHING from 11-4 pm to celebrate
our first year in business

May
1st Spring Open House at Johnny Stdko Motorcycle on Forst
Rd in St Louis, MO
1st 2nd Annual Fred Ford Memorial Run sign up 11 to 1 at
Sit-N-Bull New Memphis, IL
2nd Blesing of The Bikes BallWin VFW 115 Mimosa LN
Ballwin MO Disciples of War
2nd Blessing of the Bikes Columbia Park in Park Hills, MO
from 10 to 5 PM
2nd Bears From Bikers Poker Run sign up at Shannon’s in
Tilden IL
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An Inkling

Hi i'm Steve Rommerskirchen, i thought i'd
share my new tattoo with you. After a very
long wait, everything worked out so that a
good friend got to do this tattoo. The saying
is good things come to those who wait, well it
shows here. This was done by Trevis Stallard
at Undergrond Artworks in Edwardsville. If
your ever around the area stop in and check
the shop out.
Do you think your tattoo belongs here if so
then send it to use at tats@thebikinglife.com.
To all of you who have sent your skin art in
thanks.

The biking life is constantly growing but we
need your help salespeople and writers / photographers are needed for all areas to

find out more call 314-322-7883
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